THE FIRST INTELLIGENT SIMPLE
AND SAFE HOOKING SYSTEM
SWISS MADE

Maxicroc
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intelligent patented
hooking system that offers
an easy quick and safe way to pass
a rope around a distant object in order
to reach it or secure oneself to it.

MULTIPLE APPLICATIONS FOR A VARIETY OF PROFESSIONS…
Maxicroc is essential for professionals and amateurs who wish to increase their daily performance and improve
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and applications.

SOME EXAMPLES
Firemen
to climb securely towards a target
Rescue teams
to reach a person or an object
High voltage electricians
to climb securely up a pylon and reach a post
on a roof
Police
to secure an anchor point, to climb up a building
or onto a balcony

Forestry experts
to climb a tree, to reach the top of a tree
that needs pruning and then control its fall
Chimney sweeps
to climb onto a roof securely
Navigators
to tie a boat to a mooring buoy or bollard
Mountaineers
to reach a piton or a carabiner

MAXICROC WAS DEVELOPED FOR MULTIPLE USES
A complete kit
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EXPERTISE AND INNOVATION TO SATISFY THE PROS!
The result of 30 years of expertise
“I have been working as a high voltage electrician for 30 years and I encounter security problems daily when
I have to climb up a pylon or reach a post on a roof. I wasn’t happy with existing tools so I developed a simple
system to improve security and precision whilst guaranteeing total security.”
Jean-Marc Massy power system electrician, Inventor of the Maxicroc

In the specialised press
“During an exercise we had to free a paraglider from the top of a tree and Maxicroc was just brilliant.”
“It’s amazing how Maxicroc is not only easy to use, but it keeps the rescuer safe which is the basic rule during
any operation.”
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View the demonstration videos: www.maxicroc.com
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